Diversse Ethiop
pians in Minnesota
M
a find new
w and prromising relationsship
as they step out of eth
hnic, relig
gious, gen
nder, and
d politicaal boxes too
embrrace each
h other ass valued h
human b eings firsst.
What doees it mean—in real life—to appreciate
a
thee common boond of humannity above eth
hnicity or any other
distinction
ns? If you had
d attended thee recent SMNE Forum in M
Minnesota on December 6, 2014 that brrought
diverse Eth
hiopians togetther to talk to each other raather than abouut each other you would haave seen it in aaction.
We give th
hanks to the people
p
in the Twin
T
Cities wh
ho have captuured this visionn and organizeed this meetin
ng only
two weeks after a similarr event was helld in Washingtton D.C. on N
November 15, 2014.
What mad
de it so gratiffying was to hear from su
uch diverse Etthiopians—from
m different eethnicities, reliigions,
regions, geenders, backggrounds, and perspectives—aas they presennted their stoories, ideas, an
nd solutions tto the
problems facing Ethiopiians. Speakerss were from Oromia,
O
Gambbella, the Ogaaden, and the Amhara regio
on and
b
men and women. Somee were of diffeerent faiths—eitther Muslim oor Christian. Itt was encouragging to
included both
witness the enthusiastic response of the audiencee and particippants as each presenter spo
oke about thee past,
including grievances,
g
as well as of thee present and
d its challengess, and about oour shared fu
uture. They alll soon
discovered
d the many sim
milar commonaalities between
n them.
Following the forum, on
ne of the orgaanizers Ato Giirma Biru, maade this comm
ment about ho
ow surprised h
he was
with the ou
utcome of the meeting, “Wh
When we first deecided to call th
this meeting, w
we did not thinnk there wouldd be so

much inteerest; neither did
d we expectt to find such dynamic
d
speak
akers. The conncept of talking
ng to each othe
her was
enlightenin
ing in itself, buut what was coommunicated through
t
the sppeakers has lififted our spirits
ts, reminding uus that
we have much
m
more in common thann a collection of
o tribes.” He was thrilled tthat the peoplee of the Twin Cities
[Minnesotta] were takingg this initiative and was hopin
ng that people in other citiess would do thee same thing.
The speak
kers freely and
d respectfully expressed theeir feelings with
thout fearing tthey would offfend someonee. The
audience appeared
a
to bee deeply engagged; intent on hearing
h
the peersonal perspeectives of thesee diverse Ethio
opians.
Each speaaker began byy talking abou
ut the grievancces, the pain, the disconnecction and thee division amo
ong us
Ethiopianss and how it was
w setting Eth
hiopians up forr a grim futuree. Interestinglyy, each of the speakers cam
me to a
similar con
nclusion—that the only way to
t avoid the su
uch a self-desttructive future was to start taalking to each other.
Only then could we devvelop real-life relationships
r
with
w real peopple; only then ccould we workk together to b
build a
better Ethiiopia for all off us.
The meetiing was openeed with prayerr from a Chrisstian sister Deestaye, who th
hanked God fo
or bringing alll these
Ethiopian brothers and sisters together to find a solu
ution to the trooubled future facing our cou
untry. She callled for
God to op
pen the hearts and the mind
ds of the peop
ple to embracee each other, ffinding a way to cooperate aand to
work togetther.

Mr. Obang Metho asked the primary questions to be addressed at the forum: “Can we collectively own the good

and the ugly parts of our past so we can be free at last from the shackles of oppression? We cannot avoid dealing
with the past, or it will hinder our future freedom, harmony, and wellbeing. To do so we must start talking to
each other. This is the second in a series that we hope will continue to bring together Ethiopians representing
different perspectives, but who can relate to each other as human beings first.”
Here are some short summaries of these perspectives from the presenters:
Speaker #1: Degaga Kumera

“Having a forum of people talking to each other is long overdue and is greatly needed if we are to move on as a
nation. When Obang first asked me to speak, I endorsed the idea, but I was skeptical as to whether or not this
idea of working together would actually work because of what we have experienced in the past.
For example, when one group—like the Oromo—would be targeted, only Oromo would speak out, not other
Ethiopians, but he told me we have no choice but to reach out to other people, including within our own groups,
to make them part of it. This view is different from the past and has given me hope. This is the reason I am here
today.
I still have more questions than answers as to how to unify our people so we can work together, but I will do
whatever I can for the betterment of all our people to find a lasting solution so as to bring peace, justice, and a
free society to all”

Speaker #2: Nagesso Wakeyo

This kind of forum, meant to educate, enlighten, and empower the people, is very important for any society. It is
exactly what our people need, especially back home; but, unfortunately, the government would never allow it.
Here in the Diaspora we could do it, but most of the time our meetings are not about empowering the people,
but instead are political, mainly focusing on how bad the TPLF/EPRDF regime is back home. The existing
divisions among the people are often deepened by the politicians and the elite, not the people. But, because the
people are highly influenced by some of these leaders, their attitudes and beliefs are often shifted, sometimes in
ways that are contrary to what is best for the people and the country.
For example, most groups criticize the policies of the TPLF/EPRDF; but yet, they still set up political
organizations by ethnicity, just like the TPLF/EPRDF. This happens even in the Diaspora. This is a big part of
the problem. For example, there are some groups who do not want to speak the language of another ethnic
group; but still set up their own political parties in the name of their own ethnic group. This alone gives a strong
signal that you are not wanting other people to be part of it. It is also the reason why such alternatives are not
really alternatives, but are simply the same model as the TPLF/EPRDF. In other words, some of these leaders
tell others to get in their own cars and to follow them, but they do not know where they are going.
People need to go back to the drawing board because this model has not worked in the past or the present; nor
will it work in the future. The ethnic model of the TPLF has only worked as a tool to divide and conquer, but it
will not work to advance the people of Ethiopia as a whole.
For Ethiopians to get out of this it requires new thinking and that new thinking starts with talking to each other
with honesty and genuineness. It also includes learning to agree to disagree while still finding some common
goals. This is why, for me, this forum is a very good beginning. We need to have more forums like this for our
people wherever the people are living.

Speaker #3: Destaye Crawford

“All of us share a beautiful country, rich with natural resources. If there was a good system of government, which
was good for all of us, there would be no reason why we could not get out of this extreme poverty our people
now live in. However, to change that, we have to value each other. We have to see the humanity of each other. I
am married to an American man that I married because I loved him and because he was a human, not because
of his ethnicity. God has told us to love, respect, and protect each other.
The country needs change and that change starts in our hearts, minds and souls. We don’t have to be politicians
or intellectuals to contribute to the betterment of our people. This kind of peoples’ forum is what is needed to
discuss what is wrong, what would be better, what has worked, what has not worked, and to brainstorm in order
to come up with a vision that would be good for all of us. As a Christian believer, I have big hope in God and in
my people and that we will be better off in the future if we continue to talk to each other and to reconcile our
differences.
Speaker #4: Ahmeddean Abdulwahab:

“For me, as an Oromo and a Muslim believer, I grew up in Ethiopia before this ethnic, nation and nationality
viewpoint came into being by the EPRDF. Before that time, your tribe or your religion was not a negative thing
or used as a divisive tool; but, in the last 24 years, I have seen how our ethnicity, religion, language, political
affiliation, and class have all been used to not only divide us, but to destroy all of us.

We, the people, have to get involved and cannot wait to avert this or it could destroy us. There is something of
beauty to be gained from every one of us—from every ethnic group, religious group, region and so forth. Let us
focus on these things and build on this. The principles of the SMNE, where we value the humanity of every one
of us and where we guard and protect all our people, for no one is free until all are free, are principles that
include all of us. We can use these principles to reconcile our differences and to move on together as one
people.”
Speaker #5: Binyam Bekele Baltti

“As a Majangir from Gambella, yes, all of us have been oppressed so we should not spend so much time
dwelling on the past oppression; but instead, let us focus on working to end the oppression. We should accept
the past, talk together to manage the present and work together to have a better future for all of us.
Was there and is there oppression, grievances, discrimination, and marginalization in Ethiopia? Yes! Speaking as
a member of a tiny, marginalized ethnic group, numbering no more than 10,000 people worldwide and found
only in Ethiopia, I know all these things firsthand. If someone says they are more oppressed than my people, I
cannot deny that; but instead, what I should do is to tell that person that we should work together so our
descendents will not compete with each other for who is more oppressed or who is more or less Ethiopian than
another.
For example, you can look at someone like me and see I am very dark compared to the highlander Ethiopians
and start questioning whether or not I am Ethiopian. This has happened to me. When I say I’m Ethiopian, some
Ethiopians will say, ‘No, you are not because you don’t look Ethiopian.’ I then have to explain that I am from
Gambella before I am finally accepted as being Ethiopian. Yet, my ethnic group, the Majangir, is found nowhere
else in the world except in the Gambella region of Ethiopia. What can define who is Ethiopian more than this?
You can find the Nuer and the Anuak on either side of the border—in either Ethiopia or South Sudan—but this is
not true of the Majangir. Ethiopia is our only home. We are the indigenous of the indigenous people of
Ethiopia. Not many of us live outside of Ethiopia. In fact, I am the only Majangir in the United States. Few of us
are educated because the previous and current government failed to give us that opportunity. This makes the
recent massacre of Majangir leaders in Godere all the more tragic since those killed were among the very few
who were educated.

We were targeted by the TPLF/EPRDF regime because some among them, or foreign investors, wanted our
land. Despite this, I am ready to work with everybody to bring lasting change to this country. I think
reconciliation is the only way to solve our problems.
For me, I strongly believe in this idea of the SMNE of putting humanity before ethnicity and that no one is free
until all are free, because this is the only way to bridge the gap between the people and to work together for
something better. These principles taught me that I am not the only Majangir in North America, but that all of
you in this room, and all freedom loving Ethiopians throughout the world, are my people. Every Ethiopian that
cares about justice is Majangir and every Majangir who cares about justice is Ethiopian. I am ready to work for a
new Ethiopia where there is justice for all, not only for the majority ethnic groups, the few elite who are educated,
or for highlanders, but an Ethiopia for all its citizens—a country where everyone is valued and given equal
opportunity.”
Speaker #6: Sadiq Abdirahman

I thank the SMNE for holding this much-needed forum and am humbled and honored to be part of it. I have
been in support of the SMNE ideas and principles from the very beginning of its establishment. The people of
the Ogaden region have suffered so greatly, but most Ethiopians may not even know the extent of it because this
region has been cut off from the world—some even calling it a ‘silent Darfur.’ The Ogaden is the only region in
Ethiopia where humanitarian organizations like Doctors without Borders and the International Red Cross are
not allowed. Even though this region is part of Ethiopia, the mainstream Ethiopian media and even scholars in
the Diaspora do not cover it, but the SMNE and Obang have always raised up this issue.
This is what the country should be about—caring for everyone, not only about your own or the few. That is why
this kind of forum is a very important way to hear from the voices of people from whom you otherwise would
not have opportunity to hear. The freedom needed by the people of the Ogaden is the same as that needed by
everyone else in all the other regions of Ethiopia.
Where freedom is shared, there is peace for everyone. Ethiopians have to work together to share the pain and
then work together to create peace for all. Yes, what our people need is to talk to each other rather than about
each other. It is a very noble cause. The regime has made us talk about each other for too long. Let us start
sharing each other’s pain and grievances so we can work together, reconcile and create a more just society for all.
For me, I will always be available to contribute my share, whatever I can, for the betterment of our people. I
believe that no one is free until all are free and this basically sums it all up. This is a call for involvement and
becoming part of the change.

Obang’s conclusion:

“It is the disconnection among the people and the lack of a common vision that stands in our way, weakening the
opposition and prolonging the struggle for freedom and justice; but, hearing from these speakers and those in
Washington D.C. reassures me that we can be different. Once the people realize the part they can play in
building a different future, the crisis will be averted and shortly after that, can come the victory to liberate our
humanity from those parts of our ethnicity or other distinctions that prevent us from becoming who God created
us to be.
May God empower, enlighten, and embolden us to embrace these God-given values and principles, and to pass
them on to others. As we honor God and do what is right, good and loving towards all of our people, may we see
the promising rays of the sun rise to its fullness, overcoming the darkness that has been keeping Ethiopia from
shining.”
==================================== ===========================
For more information, contact Mr. Obang Metho, Executive Director of the SMNE. Email:
Obang@solidaritymovement.org

